
 

 

 

 

 

I. LISTENING 

Listen to some information about mental health issues and choose the best answer to each of the 

following questions.  

1. What does a recent survey reveal? 

A. Nowadays, teenagers are more likely to suffer from mental disorders. 

B. 20% of teenagers experience some forms of mental disorder. 

C. Teenagers are knowledgeable about mental health.  

2. What is a common symptom of mental health issues? 

A. Depression  B. Concentration problems  C. Poor academic performance 

3.  How ignorant are people about mental health? 

A. They don’t talk to their kids about mental health. 

B. They value physical health over mental health. 

C. They often mistake symptoms as characteristics of being a teenager. 

4. Why do young people with mental health issues avoid seeking help? 

A. Because of society’s prejudices and negative attitudes. 

B. Because of their potential violence. 

C. Because of their bad temper and awful attitude. 

5. What should a young person with mental health issues do? 

A. Share their struggles and feelings 

B. Diagnose themselves by doing online quizzes 

C. Find the right medication 

Listen to a student being interviewed. Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS in each blank.  

Summary 

Diane is being interviewed by an admission officer at a university that is (6)_____________away from her 

house. Despite the distance, it's Diane's (7)_____________ to attend the university. For potential students, the 

university considers their academic records, (8)____________________, extracurriculars, interests and goals. 

Although Diane is proud of her (9)_______________, she thinks it makes her unable to ask for help. The 

interview continues while they are having a look around the (10)_______________.  

II. READING  

Read the passage. Circle the best answer A, B or C to each of the questions. 

Peer pressure, the strong influence from members of the same age group or social group on others’ psychology, 

thoughts and behaviour, has remained widespread among teenagers in recent years. If teenagers are unable to 
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tackle it, they will wilt under the pressure of low self-esteem and depression. In the digital age, young students 

are overwhelmed with tremendous online articles about admirable achievements of ‘someone else’s child’ or 

‘a prodigy next door’. Consequently, reality is replete with teens who seem reserved and like to hide in their 

own room for fear of being asked about exam results or tolerating unfavourable comparisons from their 

relatives and acquaintances. In addition, many teens nowadays tend to make friends with those who study well 

or have good looks, so many young students have to change who they are so as to fit in with their peers. In 

other words, weak-minded and average individuals become worn out in an attempt to get flying colours, look 

slim and fit as well as possess cool tech gadgets. To handle negative peer pressure, students need to alter their 

opinions, care for their own feelings more than others’ thoughts and trusting in their own abilities. Accepting 

one’s imperfections is another way to stop pushing themselves beyond the limits of their mental endurance. 

Besides, if teenagers’ parents are one of the factors that make them stressed about peer pressure, they should 

spend more time talking frankly with them to get sympathy and mutual understanding.   

11. What is the passage mainly about? 

A. Peer pressure – a very unsettling situation 

B. Teenagers’ ways to deal with peer pressure  

C. How to combat teenagers’ inferiority complex 

D. Various kinds of peer pressure in today’s society 

12. What does the word it in line 4 mean?  

A. A troublesome issue B. A feeling  C. An expectation  D. A sense of empathy 

13. What is the consequence of frequent comparison remarks of parents?  

A. Children become rebellious and talk back to their parents. 

B. Children hang out with their bad friends more often. 

C. Children prefer being alone and rarely go out of their rooms. 

D. Children flinch from keeping up with their ideal friends. 

14. Why do many young students try to fit in with their peers? 

A. They want to be good at sports and have a nice appearance. 

B. They fear being bullied in a group of friends.  

C. They don’t want to be weak-minded in their friends’ eyes. 

D. They can make friends with other peers more easily. 

15. Which of the following is NOT true about the passage? 

A. Many average students become exhausted when trying hard to be left behind by their friends in class. 

B. Young students are surrounded with enormous online articles about others’ admirable success. 

C. Teenagers should spend more time talking openly with their parents in order to gain sympathy and mutual 

understanding.  

D. Some teenagers are very envious of their fellows’ success because they think they can do better than their 

fellows. 



 

Complete the reading passage. Write ONE suitable word in each blank. 

Viet Nam is one of the nations endowed with a rich and diversified marine ecosystem with a variety of aquatic 

species. Along with the rapid development of sea tourism, many Vietnamese coastal and provincial authorities 

are (16) ___________ efforts to ensure the sustainable conservation of marine environment. For example, Nha 

Trang Bay Marine Reserve in Khanh Hoa and the Nui Chua National Park in Ninh Thuan are the ideal 

destinations that have the centres for the rescue and protection of sea turtles in their nesting and (17) 

___________  season, contributing to preventing the decrease in their populations derived from destructive 

fishing activities and illegal captivity. Besides, Phu Quoc Island in Kien Giang is (18) ___________  to 500 

hectares of coral reef, which have been worsening on account (19) ___________  the booming tourist industry. 

To alleviate the negative impacts, marine experts have taken urgent methods like coral transplantation in 

swathes of sea encompassing the island. Briefly, these conservation activities, in company with orientated 

appropriate tourism policies, (20) ___________ keys to maintaining healthy ecosystems in marine protected 

areas.   

III. WRITING  

For each question, complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. Use the word in 

brackets and do not change it. 

21. After we were informed of our biology teacher’s requirements, we started to work out the assignment.  

=> Having ________________________________________.   

22. She joins clean-up campaigns very often because she wants to contribute to keeping her community 

clean. (SO) 

=> She wants ______________________________________.   

23. Ha Long Bay was the place where Hoa took many pictures of scenic landscapes. (THAT) 

=> It was _________________________________________.  

24. Tuan failed the biology exam because he didn’t revise it carefully. (RESULT) 

=> Tuan failed the biology exam as ____________________.  

25. As a leader of the football club, Nam gets on well with his teammates.  (RELATIONSHIP) 

=> As a leader of the football club, Nam ________________.  

IV. LANGUAGE FOCUS  

Choose the word with a different way of pronunciation in the underlined part.     

26. A. discuss  B. reduce  C. product  D. rubbish 

27. A. promotion B. monument  C. locality  D. postcard 

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from that of the others.  

28. A. performance B. museum  C. souvenir  D. decision 

29. A. heritage B. teenager  C. attention  D. citadel 

30. A. pressure B. bully  C. suffer  D. attack 

Choose the best option to complete each sentence.         



 

31. After having obtained a master’s degree, Mai continued to spend two years pursuing a ____________.   

A. bachelor     B. doctorate   

C. high school diploma   D. university course 

32. Having been passed down from generation to generation, forms of ____________ singing have an 

important role in Vietnamese spiritual life. 

A. contemporary B. aged  C. folk   D. modern 

33. Khanh Hoa is renowned for its sea tourism. ____________, it is home to ancient temples carrying the 

seal of Cham culture. 

A. In addition  B. Otherwise  C. Now that  D. Whereas 

34. Because of their ____________ to successfully pass an exam, some students tend to use cheating to get 

through it.   

A. ability  B. disability  C. inability  D.liability 

35. I feel that my brother needs to be much more ____________ because he’s incapable of working without 

being told what to do. 

A. self-sufficient B. self-centred  C. self-confident D. self-motivated 

36. Students, who live independently, can freely get ____________ without their family’s interference. 

A. about  B. ahead of  C. around  D. away 

37. Harper studied very hard at night ____________ she wouldn’t fall behind her top ten classmates. 

A. since  B. although  C. by the time  D. in order that 

Fill each blank with the correct form of the verb in brackets. 

38. __________________ (not bring) his phone, he couldn’t record the evident video of a school violence 

case.  

39. William __________________ (not sign) up for the environmental club yet. He is thinking about it. 

40. Benjamin is the worst student __________________ (punish) for hitting some of the classmates.  

-------------------THE END------------------- 

  

 

 


